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CORRECTION TO "EXTENDED TOPOLOGY: DOMAIN 
FINITENESS" 
BY 
PRESTON C. HAMMER 
(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of June 27, 1964) 
In Theorem l, part 4 [l] page 202, I state that iff is a domain finite 
function and iterated composition at limit ordinals is defined by the 
union of preceding compositions then f2"' is the minimum idempotent 
isotonic function containing f. This statement is false and confuses 
idempotence with a terminating process represented by a function which 
is not idempotent. 
What I wanted, and failed to describe properly, is a function u which 
is minimal and which has the property that uX ~ fX u f2X u 
... U fn XU . . . /"'X and uX ~ f(f"' X) U ... U fn(f"' X) U ... = /"'(/"'X) and so 
on. That is, uX ~ fX and fuX ~ uX are the conditions I should like to 
satisfy with a minimum function u for all sets X in M. To show this is 
possible I prove a more general theorem. First I note that if I have a 
function g ~ e, where e is the identity function, then the definition of 
iterated composition by g"'+l=gg"' and gP=u{g"': IX<{J} for {J a limit 
ordinal is feasible and reasonable whereas if g ~~~ e then more caution is 
needed. 
Again let me remark, that iff is isotonic then e U f = g is expansive and 
there exists a unique minimum ordinal A.~O such that ggi.=gi. and in 
this case h=gi. is the minimum closure function containing f (or g) [2]. 
Theorem: Let f be an isotonic function. Let g= (e u f) and let 
h = ( e u /)i. be the f -closure function. Then hf = u is the minimum function 
u satisfying u ~ f u fu. 
Proof: Let u be any function such that u ~ f u fu. Then since u ~ f 
and f is isotonic fu ~ /2 or u~f u / 2 = (e U f)f=gf. But then follows fu ~ fgf 
and since u ~ gf u ~ (e U f)gf = g2f. Suppose u ~ g"'f has been demonstrated. 
Then fu ~ fg"'f and u ~ g"'f u fg"'f = gg"'f = g"'+If. Hence u ~ g"'f for all IX~ l 
and if IX> A., g"' = g;. =h. Hence u ~ hf necessarily. But hf ~ f since h ~ e 
and fhf ~ ( e U f)hf = ghf = hf. Hence hf satisfies the conditions and hf is 
the minimum such function u. :: 
Corollary: Let f be a domain finite function. Then h= (e u /)"' is the 
closure of f(A. ~ w) and hf is the minimum function u such that u ~ f U fu. 
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Proof: Note that g = e u f is a domain finite expansive function iff is 
domain finite. Then the closure function h off is g" = g"' for A.~ w [1 ]. Since 
a domain finite function is necessarily isotonic Theorem 1 applies. 
Note: The function hf is not idempotent in general. Since fhf ~ hf 
then hfhf ~ h2f = hf and hf is sub-idempotent. In the special case f ~ e, g = e = h 
and hf= f. If hfhf ~ f then hf is idempotent. The function called /2"' in 
the paper is f"' u U {tnt"' : n ~ 1} which equals hf, but as noted it is not 
necessarily idempotent. 
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